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378; v. Whitney, 14 Wall. 620; Littlefield v. Perry, 21 Wall.
205. The interest might be considered in multiplying or otherwise
increasing damages within the limit, but, as such, it does not seem
to be a proper foundation for such a proceeding. The damages found
seem to be the proper damages to be multiplied, or added to. De-
cree for damages found, $382.90, doubled to $765.80.

EVANS et at. v. SUEISS ORNAMENTAL GLASS CO. et aL
(Circuit Court, N. D. Illinols. February 8, 1897.)

PATENTS FOR INVEN'rIONS-GLASS CHIPPING-NoVELTY,
The Evans patent, No. 494,999, for an alleged improvement in the art or

chipping glass, consisting in applying to clear glass a pattern of oiled
paper or other flexible material, then submitting the glass and pattern suc-
cessively to the sand-blast and the hot-chipping compound, and finally re-
moving the pattern and hot-chipping compound together, is void for want
of novelty, In view of the prior state of the art.

In Equity. Suit by Samuel Evans and others against the Suess
Ornamental Glass Company and others.
Charles F. Brown, for complainants.
Coburn & Strong, for defendants.

GROSSCUP, District Judge. The bill is to restrain infringe-
ment of letters patent No. 494,999, issued to Evans, as the inventor,
and Rawson, as assignee of one-half interest, under date of April 4,
1893. The patent relates to an alleged new and useful improvement
in the process of chipping glass. The art of ornamenting glass
either by sand·blasting or chipping is of some years' duration. Sand-
blasting seems to have come first, and was effected by exposing the
clear glass to the action of sand blown in against it by strong cur-
rents of air. The glass was thus made semi-opaque, and answered
many purposes, such as interior doors, partitions, etc. In time, the
desirability of further ornamentation of such glass led to this further
treatment: The clear glass was covered with a varnish, or with pa-
per by means of some adhering material, on which were cut out pat-
terns, such as were wished, passing the glass with such patterns
through the sand-blast, with the result that the portions uncovered
were mottled or blasted, while the portions covered remained clear.
The chipping of glass is, in some respects, an improvement upon
sand-blasting, and was brought about by a treatment as
The clear glass was first sand-blasted, then spread over its rough-
ened surface with warm glue. Glue drying under heat contracts,
while glass under heat expandl3. Thus, the two materials, in ad-
hesion to each other, had, under heat, the opposite tendencies of con-
traction and expansion. This results in portions on the surface of
the glass giving way, leaving it with a chipped or mottled appear-
ance.
The object of the complainants' patent is to apply to this art, thus

developed, such treatment as will chip, as the glass had formerly
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been sand-blasted, into letters or ornamental portions. The result
attained is that the surface of a sheet of glass may be partially
chipped, partially sand-blasted, and partially left clear, under any
pattern desired; the several portions being separated from the others
by clear lines of demarcation. The so-called "invention" consists
in applying to the clear glass a pattern of oiled paper or other
flexible material, calculated to resist the action of the sand-blasting
process, as well as the action of the hot-chipping compound, such as
hot glue; then submitting the glass with the pattern thereover suc-
cessively to the sand-blast and the hot-chipping compound; and then
raising the pattern from the glass, together with the hot-chipping
compound thereover, leaving the balance of the glass over which the
pattern is not spread to be chipped by the compound in the usual
way.
The claims are as follows:
"(1) The process of chipping glass, which consists tn covering the surface

of the glass with a thin film of soap, in applying a pattern thereover adapted
to resist the action of a sand-blast process, of removing the film of soap ex-
posed in the openings of the pattern, tn subjecting the glass with the pattern
thereon to the sand-blast process, in applying a glass-chipping compo\lnd in a
liquid .condition to the surface of the glass and the pattern thereon, in lifting
the pattern off the glass, together with the chipping compound thereover, while
such chipping compound is in a liqUid condition, and in allowing the chipping
compound to dry in the ordinary way, substantially as described.
"(2) The process of chipping glass, which consists in covering the surface

of the glass with a coating adhering to the glass sufficiently well to form a
means of attaching a flexible pattern thereover, and adapted to form a coating
protecting the glass from the action of a glass-chipping compound when inter-
posed between the glass and such glass-chipping compound, in applying a
flexible pattern thereover adapted to resist the action of the sand-blast process,
in subjecting the glass with the pattern thereon to the action of the sand-blast
process, in coating the entire surface of the glass with a glass-chipping com-
pound in a I1quid condition, in removing the flexible pattern from the glass.
together with the glass-chipping compound ther-eover, while the glass-chipping
compound is in a liquid condition, and in allowing the glass-chipping compound
to dry in the ordinary way. substantially as described."

It is difficult to understand in just what respect the novelty of the
process is claimed to reside. The general art is old. The use of
soap or other coating suited to holding the pattern to the glass is not
a patentable element. Its office here is the same as its office in
many other arts. The mere application of a pattern, independently
of its material, is derived from the previous art of ornamenting glass
in process of sand-blasting. The removing of the film of soap or
other material is certainly not new. The application of the chip-
ping compound was in the previous art, and its application in a
liquid condition seems necessarily in such art. The lifting of the
pattern off the glass, together with the chipping compound there-
over, was also done in the previous sand-blasting ornamentation.
I can only see two possible features of novelty in this process,-the
material of the pattern, and the condition of the chipping compound
when the pattern is lifted up. It was not seriously contended that
the application of oiled paper to this process was a departure in-
volving inventiveness. Many other materials will answer the same
purpose as oiled paper, and, what is more, the claim is not resting
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upon oiled paper, but upon any material suited to resist the action
of the sand-blast process. This is too broad to cover any particular
material, and is so broad that it covers material formerly used in
patterns applied to glass undergoing the sand-blast process.
Much stress at the argument was laid upon the contention that

the chipping compound or glue was in just such condition of self-
cohesion that when the pattern was lifted up, cutting through the
glue substance, the glue would neither be so liquid as to run over
the adjoining space, nor so solid as to break along irregular lines.
This is, at most, the discovery of a suitable condition for the lifting
of a pattern, and is not the description of any new material, or new
method of making such material, or new way of· treating such ma-
terial. Neither do I think that it evinces invention. The pattern
being on the glass underneath the warm glue, and the want being
seen, namely, a clear·cut edge, almost any mechanic would conclude
that a condition of either too much fluidity or too much solidity
would impair the result.
I refrain from holding whether, if all the claims of the complainant

were aSl!umed, a process could be sustained under the Locomotive
Works Case, 15 Sup. Ct. 745, for the reason that, in accordance with
the foregoing conclusion, such opinion is immaterial. The bill will
be dismissed.

WILLIAMS v. AMERICAN STRING WRAPPER CO. et at.
(Oircult Court, N. D. Illinois. April 19, 1897.)

P....TENTS-INVENTION-STRING WRAPPERS.
The Williams patent, No. 558,244, for an Improvement In string wrappers,

consisting In cutting Into the "'Tapper on both sides of the end of the
string, to facilitate getting hold of the string, Is void for want of Invention.

This was a suit in equity by Benajah Williams against the Amer-
ican String Wrapper Company and others for alleged infringement
of a patent. On final hearing.
Brown & Darby, for complainant.
Poole & Brown, for defendants.

GROSSCUP, District Judge. The bill is to restrain infringement
of letters patent No. 558,244, granted April 14, 1896, to complain-
ant, for improvement upon string wrappers. The most obvious way
of putting a wrapper upon a newspaper was to wrap it round and
round until the edge of the wrapper was reached, and then paste it
down with mucilage or some other preparation. The difficulty of
opening such a wrapper, however, early led to the following im-
provement: A string or thread was inserted in the wrapper, far
enough back from the outer edge to escape the paste or mucilage.
The person desiring to open the wrapper took hold of the end of
this string, and pulled, thus causing it to cut as a knife, severing
the wrapper behind the section that was pasted down. Many ex-
pedients were adopted to more readily enable the person operating
to get hold of the string. One was to knot the string at its end.


